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1.	JVN大規模観測



環境変化とJVNの今後5年
•  大型プロジェクトの時代　(ALMA、TMT、SKA?)	

	　...予算と人の集中投資	
	　... その中でJVNをどう位置付けるのか？	

	

•  望遠鏡の老朽化/閉鎖	
	北海道大学	11m	
	国土地理院 つくば	32m	

	

•  東アジアVLBIの始動	
	日韓VLBIの安定化/中国の本格参戦	
	→住み分け/役割分担	

	

•  VLBA/EVNとの差別化	
　✖イメージング能力 ----	◯	機動力/長時間観測	
	

•  個別の研究ではなく”大きな仕事”が必要	
	...「JVNは〇〇をやった望遠鏡」	

	



少数基線VLBIによる	
大規模電波源探査計画

•  JVNの30m級アンテナ	(山口、日立/高萩、鹿
嶋)による高感度少数基線VLBI	

	
•  AGN、系内コンパクト天体、星形成の3分野に

またがって大規模探査を実施する	
	
•  5年で数千天体規模のサーベイを行い、	
	 	“JVN電波源カタログ”の作成を目指す (仮)	



AGNではすでに実績

•  Fermi未同定γ線源の電波対応天体候補に対する1基線
VLBI探査 (Fujinaga	et	al.	2015)	

	
•  観測概要	

	山口 – つくば基線	
	周波数:	 	 	8.4	GHz	
	観測帯域:	512	MHz	
	積分時間:	3分/天体	
	分解能:	 	 	9.2	ミリ秒角	
	基線感度:	0.83	mJy	
	→845天体中30天体を検出	
	→さらに拡張探査を実施中
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Fig. 1. Detected fringes of J1324+224 with SNR of 294 (calibrator, left), NVSS J060102+383828 with SNR of 19 (detected source, center), and
NVSS J015852+010133 with SNR of 9.7 (marginally detected source, right). A horizontal axis and vertical axis represent the delay residual and the
correlated amplitude, respectively. (Color online)

while the integration time varies from 120 s to 180 s; (2) the
delay residual, !τ , with respect to the tracking center for
the amplitude has a variation of less than 1 ns, even if the
integration time varies from 120 s to 180 s. Here, a variation
of 1 ns in !τ corresponds to a variation of 80 mas from the
observing coordinates in our observation. This is almost ten
times the maximum angular resolution in our observations.
To avoid the possibility of missing faint sources, we also
set another threshold set for marginal detections as follows:
(1’) the SNR of the peak of the correlated amplitude exceeds
six when the integral time is 120 s, 150 s, or 170 s; (2’) the
delay residual, !τ , with respect to the tracking center for
the amplitude has a variation of less than 1 ns, even if the
integration time varies. In figure 1 we show three exam-
ples of fringes of detected radio sources, where a horizontal
axis and a vertical axis represent the delay residual and the
correlated amplitude, respectively. Here, we should note
that the asymmetric shape of the cross-correlation function
indicated in figure 1 is caused by the asymmetric bandpass
pattern of an analog intermediate frequency (IF) filter in
our receiver system. Also, the 1 σ noise estimated by the
observations was on average ∼ 2 mJy, which is on a level
approximately twice the expected value.

4 Result

4.1 Detection of new VLBI sources

Based on our criteria for detection mentioned in
subsection 3.2, we succeeded in obtaining 15 detections
(table 2) and 14 marginal detections (table 3). Columns 1–
6 show the γ -ray name in the 2FGL catalog, the radio name
in the NVSS or FIRST catalog, the flux density at 1.4 GHz,
the correlated flux density at 8.4 GHz, the uv-length, the
brightness temperature, TB, and the spectral index between
1.4 GHz and 8.4 GHz, α8.4

1.4. TB and α8.4
1.4 are expressed as

the following equations:
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where S1.4 and S8.4 are the measured flux densities at
1.4 GHz and 8.4 GHz, respectively; ν is the observation
frequency, θ is the object size, and z is the redshift. In this
paper, we assume that the redshift, z, of the source is zero
and that the object size is the fringe spacing, which depends
on each uv-length when we derive the brightness tempera-
ture using equation (1). Therefore, the brightness temper-
atures given in tables 2 and 3 are the lower limit. These
brightness temperatures exceeding 106 K and the compact-
ness (∼ 10 mas) imply that newly detected VLBI sources are
basically expected to be AGNs, because such a high bright-
ness temperature from the compact emission region can
be naturally explained by nonthermal continuum emission
dominated by a relativistic AGN jet, not some other object
(e.g., Lonsdale et al. 1992; Heisler et al. 1998; Kewley et al.
2000 and references therein). However, Parra et al. (2007)
also reported on the detections of compact radio sources
in an ultra-luminous infrared galaxy (ULIRG), Arp 220,
by multiwavelength VLBI observations. For these sources,
a brightness temperature exceeding ∼ 107 K is expected,
and then Parra et al. (2007) identified these high bright-
ness temperatures as being derived from nonthermal emis-
sions coming from super-nova remnants by those SEDs.
Therefore, to determine whether these nonthermal emis-
sions come from AGN, or SNR, further multiwavelength
observations are essential, particularly at the radio band.
Regarding the spectral index, α8.4

1.4, 11 out of 15 detected
sources and 9 out of 14 marginally detected sources show
a flat spectrum (i.e., α8.4

1.4 < 0.5), as core-dominated sources
(Krolik 1998).
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検出されたフリンジの例



2.	大質量原始星進化とHII領域



構造スケール vs	分解能@1	kpc	
	 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 		 	 	(2015	–	2030	年代)

空間分解されているケース	
•  1	pc:	星団形成クランプ	
•  0.1	pc:	周星団エンベロープ	(回転、扁平)	
•  1000	AU:	降着円盤(10例)	
•  100	AU:	コンパクト円盤	(2例)	
	
未分解のケース	
•  ~10	AU:	NIR輝線	(数例)	
	

10510410310210100
サイズ(AU)

星周円盤

星団形成クランプ

星周エンベロープ
(not	回転平衡）

周星団エンベ
ロープ/コア

HII	領域

SMA/PdBI/ATCA

J-VLA	(Q)	
Subaru	(NIR)

VLBI	
(メーザー)

VLTI	(NIR)

単一鏡

YSO		
(<	0.3	AU)

ALMA		
SKA	
TMT



深刻な空間分解能不足

•  まだまだ原始星表面まで到達できない	
	→星進化の直接的な検証は困難	

	
•  SEDモデルの限界	

	パラメータ過剰	
	 	→パラメータ	>>	データ点で一意に決まらない	

	
	赤外線望遠鏡の空間分解能不足	
	 	→近傍星団メンバーのコンタミ	

	
	動的な降着構造	
	 	→汎用モデルでは対応できない	



理論的に予想される進化経路

•  高降着率では膨張	(Hosokawa+	2009)	
	光球サイズ	〜	100	Rsun	
	低温 Teff	<	104	K	(A型星相当)	

　 		大光度	105	Lsun	
	

•  進化パスは冷え方(=	geometry)に依存	
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Figure 1. Schematic figures of protostars with different accretion geometries: (a) spherically symmetric accretion and (b) cold disk accretion. In the spherical case
(a), the accretion flow directly hits the stellar surface forming an accretion shock front. If the flow is optically thick before reaching the surface, the photosphere is
located outside the stellar surface. Dust grains in the accretion envelope evaporate in a dust destruction front far outside the photosphere. In the cold disk accretion
case (b), gas predominantly accretes onto a circumstellar disk rather than the star. Accreting material settles onto the stellar surface through a geometrically thin layer
(or possibly through geometrically thin accretion columns—not shown). Heat brought into the star in the accretion flow radiates freely into space until the temperature
attains the photospheric value. Most of the stellar surface is unaffected by the accretion flow. The energy radiated away by the disk and/or accretion columns before
the material settles onto the star (the so-called accretion luminosity) needs to be accounted for separately from the intrinsic stellar luminosity.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Different geometries of the accretion flow will lead to dif-
ferent structures of the evolving protostar. For example, the
average entropy in the stellar interior reflects the history of en-
tropy brought into the star with the accreting material, which in
turn depends on the accretion geometry. For spherical accretion
at high accretion rates, the accretion shock front is embedded
inside the stellar photosphere and most of the high entropy cre-
ated at the accretion shock front is carried to the stellar surface.
This entropy is efficiently taken into the stellar interior with
high accretion rates (Paper I). As a result, the protostar has
a higher average entropy (compared to a non-accreting proto-
star), which leads to a very large radius—exceeding 100 R⊙
at maximum. With disk accretion, however, entropy is mainly
generated within the disk by viscous dissipation. Before the ac-
creted material reaches the stellar surface, a large fraction of
the generated entropy will be transported away by radiation. As
a result, entropy brought into the star with the accreting mate-
rial is significantly lower than in the spherical accretion case.
The average entropy within the star s is related to the stellar
radius as

R∗ ∝ M−1/3
∗ exp[const. × s]. (4)

This relation is derived by substituting the typical gas density
and pressure within a star of mass M∗ and radius R∗ (e.g., Cox
& Giuli 1968),

ρ ∼ M∗

R3
∗
, P ∼ G

M2
∗

R4
∗

, (5)

to the definition of specific entropy of ideal monotonic gas,

s = 3R
2µ

ln
(

P

ρ5/3

)
+ const., (6)

where R is the gas constant and µ is the mean molecular
weight. Equation (4) demonstrates that, for the same stellar
mass, the stellar radius is larger with the higher average entropy
in the stellar interior. Thus, we can naively expect that the
stellar radius is reduced with disk accretion. Contrary to this
expectation, however, calculations by YB08, adopting the cold
disk accretion, show that the radius of a massive protostar
exceeds 100 R⊙ at maximum as with the spherical accretion.
The goal of this paper is to explain why the outcomes are so
similar among the extreme cases of the spherical accretion and
cold disk accretion.

2.2. Cases Considered

Table 1 summarizes the cases considered in this study and
their input parameters. For simplicity, the protostellar evolution
is calculated with a constant given accretion rate for each
case. The adopted accretion rates range from 10−5 M⊙ yr−1

up to 4 × 10−3 M⊙ yr−1. Evolution for the accretion rate
Ṁ∗ = 10−3 M⊙ yr−1 is studied in detail. In addition to evolution
with cold disk accretion, we present several cases with spherical
accretion for comparison. Evolution via disk accretion at the
rates Ṁ∗ = 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 and 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 was also studied
by Palla & Stahler (1992). We consider protostellar evolution
with these low rates to compare our results with Palla & Stahler’s
results (see Appendix B.1).

The initial model in each case is constructed following
Stahler et al. (1980) or Palla & Stahler (1991) with the adopted
accretion rate and boundary conditions (also see Appendices
A.2 and B.2 in Paper I). The initial stellar mass M∗,0 is
taken as an arbitrary small value. The initial entropy profile
in the stellar interior is assumed as a function of the mass
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Figure 2. Evolution of a protostar via spherical accretion at a rate Ṁ∗ =
10−3 M⊙ yr−1 (case MD3-S, taken from Paper I). Upper panel: evolution of
the interior structure of the protostar. The gray-shaded areas denote convective
layers. The hatched areas indicate layers with active nuclear burning, where
the energy production rate exceeds 10% of the steady rate, 0.1LD,st/M∗ for
deuterium burning and 0.1L∗/M∗ for hydrogen burning. The thin dotted curves
show the locations of mass coordinates M = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3, 10, and 30 M⊙.
Lower panel: evolution of the accretion timescale tacc (dashed line), and the
Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) timescale tKH (solid line). In each panel, the shaded
background denotes the four evolutionary phases: (I) adiabatic accretion, (II)
swelling, (III) KH contraction, and (IV) main-sequence accretion phases.

times (adiabatic accretion). The average entropy within the star
increases with the accreted mass, which according to Equa-
tion (4) means that the stellar radius should also grow. This is
indeed the case in phases (I) and (II). As the average density
decreases and the temperature increases, the opacity decreases;
radiative heat transport becomes more efficient with increasing
stellar mass.

For M∗ ! 6 M⊙ (phase (II)) radiative heat transport is ef-
ficient enough to modify the entropy distribution within the
star. The deep interior (where ∂L/∂M > 0) loses entropy,
whereas the outer surface regions (where ∂L/∂M < 0) gain
a significant amount of entropy. This gain in entropy results
in the “bloating up” of the star up to !100 R⊙ at maximum.
Figure 3 shows that the boundary between the heat-losing inte-
rior and heat-gaining outer layer, namely, where ∂L/∂M = 0,
moves toward the stellar surface with increasing stellar mass.
Stahler et al. (1986) called this characteristic behavior of lumi-
nosity profiles a “luminosity wave.” The stellar surface luminos-
ity L∗ rapidly increases when the luminosity wave approaches
the stellar surface. After the luminosity wave passes through the
surface, the star can efficiently lose energy by radiation. The
star contracts to maintain virial equilibrium (KH contraction;
phase (III)). The interior temperature rises during the contrac-

tion. Active hydrogen burning begins when the central temper-
ature exceeds 107 K. After that, the stellar radius increases
following the mass–radius relation of main-sequence stars
(phase (IV)).

3.2. Case with Cold Disk Accretion

3.2.1. Fiducial Model

We now consider stellar evolution with cold disk accretion
at the same rate Ṁ∗ = 10−3 M⊙ yr−1 (case MD3-D). First, we
discuss the fiducial case with the 0.1 M⊙ initial model adopting
β = 1 in Equation (7). The top panel of Figure 4 shows the
evolution of the stellar radius and interior structure. We see
that the evolution differs from the spherical accretion case for
M∗ " 10 M⊙, as previously demonstrated by YB08 (also see
Appendix B.2 for comparison to YB08). For M∗ " 5 M⊙,
the stellar radius is much smaller than for spherical accretion.
An outer convective zone appears in this phase. The protostar
then abruptly inflates during the period 5 M⊙ " M∗ " 9 M⊙.
The maximum radius is ≃ 90 R⊙ for M∗ ≃ 10 M⊙, which
is comparable to the results of the spherical accretion case.
The stellar radius decreases for M∗ ! 10 M⊙, and then finally
follows the mass–radius relationship for main-sequence stars
when M∗ ! 30 M⊙. The evolution for M∗ ! 10 M⊙ is quite
similar to what we discussed above for spherical accretion.

We define the following four phases based on the evolutionary
features: (I) convection (M∗ " 5 M⊙), (II) swelling (5 M⊙ "
M∗ " 9 M⊙), (III) KH contraction (9 M⊙ " M∗ " 30 M⊙), and
(IV) main-sequence accretion phase (M∗ ! 30 M⊙). The top
panel of Figure 5 shows the evolution of the accretion timescale
and KH timescale. We note that tKH significantly decreases at
M∗ ≃ 6 M⊙, when the protostar rapidly inflates. The timescale
balance sharply changes from tacc ≪ tKH to tacc > tKH here.
As with spherical accretion, we attribute the sequence of the
evolutionary phases from (I) to (III) to the inversion of the
timescale balance. The lower panel of Figure 5 shows that this
change is due to the rapid increase of the stellar luminosity
L∗ caused by the decrease of opacity in the stellar interior
with increasing mass. The detailed evolution in each phase is
explained below.

Convection phase. The top panels of Figures 2 and 4 show
that the evolution at M∗ " 5 M⊙ is quite different between
the spherical accretion case and disk accretion case. In the
disk accretion case, the protostellar radius is about one-tenth
of the value obtained for spherical accretion. This is explained
by Equation (4) and the fact that the entropy content within the
star is much lower with disk accretion, a natural consequence
of the different accretion geometry. With spherically symmetric
accretion gas settles onto the star with high entropy generated
in the accretion shock front. For cold disk accretion, on the
other hand, the entropy of the accreting gas is reduced to the
value in the stellar atmosphere by the gas’ ability to radiate
into free space. Mass accretion hardly affects the average
entropy in the stellar interior for the case of cold disk accretion.
Equation (4) shows that the stellar radius decreases according to
R∗ ∝ M

−1/3
∗ in this case. We see this decrease for M∗ " 0.5 M⊙

in Figure 4.
Figure 4 shows that deuterium burning (D-burning) begins

when M∗ ≃ 0.4 M⊙. This is in stark contrast to the spherical
accretion case, where it begins much later (M∗ ≃ 6 M⊙), as
shown in Figure 7. This difference reflects the different evolution
of the maximum temperature within the protostar Tmax (middle
panel of Figure 4). The early rise of Tmax with disk accretion is
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when a main-sequence star undergoes rapid mass accretion
due to mass exchange in close binary systems. Kippenhahn
& Mayer-Hofmeister (1977) and Neo et al. (1977) consid-
ered the accretion of deuterium-free gas onto existing main-
sequence stars. The numerical method they adopted is basi-
cally the same as ours; the protostellar structure was numeri-
cally calculated with a freely radiating photospheric boundary
condition.

Figure 13 shows that the critical Eddington ratio for the
expansion is also L∗/LEdd ≃ 0.5 in the cold disk accretion
limit. Note that there is no additional luminosity component
Lacc here. The accretion luminosity is assumed to have already
radiated into free space before the accreted material settles onto
the star. The critical accretion rate in this case is derived as
follows. As explained in Section 3.2, the stellar luminosity
L∗ significantly rises in the swelling phase. The luminosity
comes from the release of gravitational energy after that.
Figure 13 shows that the stellar luminosity in this phase roughly
follows

L∗ ≃ 3 × LZAMS(M∗) (19)

in all cases considered. The stellar luminosity approaches
LZAMS(M∗) just before the arrival at the ZAMS at the rates
of 10−4 and 10−3 M⊙ yr−1. At the rate of 4 × 10−3 M⊙ yr−1,
however, L∗ approaches 0.5LEdd before reaching the ZAMS
and the abrupt expansion occurs. The stellar mass at which
L∗ ≃ 0.5LEdd is M∗ ≃ 45 M⊙ using Equation (19). In order
to avoid expansion the protostar has to reach the ZAMS with a
mass M∗,ZAMS ! 45 M⊙. This condition is transformed to that
for accretion rates with Equation (15),

Ṁ ! Ṁ∗,cr ≃ 2 × 10−3 M⊙ yr−1. (20)

The derived critical rate is comparable to that for spherically
symmetric accretion, as confirmed by our numerical calcula-
tions.

Our calculations suggest that a massive protostar significantly
bloats up and cannot reach the ZAMS by steady mass accretion if
the accretion rate is higher than a few 10−3 M⊙ yr−1. This feature
is independent of the accretion geometry. If mass accretion
completely shuts off as a result of the fast expansion of the
protostar, there will be an upper mass limit of pre-main-sequence
stars around several tens of M⊙, as discussed in Paper I.
Otherwise, mass accretion might continue in a non-steady
fashion. At least, it is certain that the radius of a massive protostar
reaches several hundreds of R⊙ at the high accretion rate. The
very large radius leads to a low effective temperature of the
protostar.

This is clearly seen with the evolution tracks in the
Hertzprung–Russell diagram (Figure 14). For case MD4x3-
SDm0.5, for example, the stellar luminosity exceeds 105 L⊙ for
M∗ " 18 M⊙, but the effective temperature is only Teff ! 104 K,
the value of a M∗ ! 2.5 M⊙ ZAMS star. The stellar UV lu-
minosity is very low for such low Teff . This is important for
the growth of an H ii region around the protostar (e.g., Hoare
& Franco 2007). Observationally, high-mass protostellar ob-
jects (HMPOs) are considered to be young forming massive
stars prior to the formation of an H ii region. However, a lot of
HMPOs have high infrared luminosity exceeding 104 L⊙ with-
out observable H ii regions (e.g., Sridharan et al. 2002; Beltrán
et al. 2006a; Beuther et al. 2007). There has been some specu-
lation regarding what hinders the growth of H ii regions around
these bright sources. ZAMS stars with such high luminosity
should ionize their surroundings. Some authors have proposed

Figure 14. Evolution tracks in the Hertzprung–Russell diagram for the different
accretion rates of Ṁ = 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 (case MD4-SDm0.1, dotted line),
10−3 M⊙ yr−1 (case MD3-SDm0.1, solid line), and 4 × 10−3 M⊙ yr−1 (case
MD4x3-SDm0.5, dashed line). The symbols on each track indicate the epochs
when the stellar mass reaches 1, 3, 5, 9, and 20 M⊙. The thick dot-solid line
presents the locii of ZAMS stars from Schaller et al. (1992). The open squares
on this line also mark the same stellar masses as above. The stellar radius is
constant along the thin dotted lines at R∗ = 1 R⊙, 10 R⊙, and 100 R⊙.

that rapid mass accretion quenches the growth of H ii regions
by increasing the gas density and recombination rate near the
protostar (e.g., Walmsley 1995). With disk accretion, however,
the H ii region would break out in the polar direction, where the
gas density decreases significantly after the material with low
angular momentum has accreted onto the star or been expelled
in an outflow.

Our calculations well explain the existence of such bright
HMPOs even with disk accretion. Massive stars accreting at
high rates bloat up; their UV luminosity is too low to form the
H ii region.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have studied the evolution of massive pro-
tostars with disk accretion at high rates of Ṁ∗ > 10−4 M⊙ yr−1.
We considered the limiting case of “cold” disk accretion,
whereby most of the stellar surface is not affected by the accre-
tion flow, and the accreting material brings a minimum amount
of entropy into the star. We calculated the evolution of protostars
in this limiting case by adopting the photospheric (freely radi-
ating) boundary condition. The calculated evolution was com-
pared and contrasted to the evolution with spherically symmet-
ric accretion, corresponding to the opposite limit, whereby the
accreting gas transports the maximum amount of entropy into
the star.

First, we considered in detail the evolution for Ṁ∗ =
10−3 M⊙ yr−1. The basic evolution via the cold disk accretion
is summarized as follows.

The entire evolution is divided into four evolutionary phases:
(I) convection, (II) swelling, (III) KH contraction, and (IV)
the main-sequence accretion phase. The evolution in the first
three phases varies with different initial models. Roughly
speaking, the stellar radius reaches its maximum 30–400 R⊙ for



観測から示唆されるHII領域形成時の質量
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Figure 7.3: Luminosity functions of HMYSOs and compact HII regions from Davies et al.
(2011). The data are obtained by the RMS survey. The vertical axis indicates a number of
sources and the horizontal axis shows source luminosity. Blue and red lines indicate the best fit
simulation, where HMPOs reach ZAMS phase at 23 M⊙ considering a large accretion rate. See
Davies et al. (2011) in detail.

and density (∼ 107 cm−3). Several molecular line observations show centrally-peaked gradient
of temperature and density (e.g., Cesaroni 2005; Herpin et al. 2009). They seem to be local
centers of collapse inside natal cluster-forming clump as suggested by Cesaroni (2005).

The temperature gradient manifests dominant internal heating of hot cores, though external
heating may be effective for few limited case (e.g., Zapata et al. 2011). Since hot cores often
do not contain any detectable HII regions, their early-phase heating should be owed to accretion
luminosity of HMPOs in agreement with similar discoveries of hot core-like structures around
low mass class 0 protostars (so-called ”hot corinos”; e.g., Ceccarelli 2005) and intermediate
mass objects (e.g., Sánchez-Monge et al. 2010). On the other hand, hot cores enclosing own HII
region are systematically hot, massive, luminous and chemically enhanced compared to ”pure”
hot cores (e.g., Purcell et al. 2006; 2009). This suggests contiguous evolution of hot cores as a
mass accretion goes on, and it possibly lasts after the stellar ignition.

A lot of hot cores and its natal clumps show infall signature such as the inverse P-cygni
profile of several spectral lines (e.g., Chen et al. 2010; Furuya, Cesaroni & Shinnaga 2011;
Rolffs et al. 2011). The density profile is also similar to that of free-fall collapse (n ∝ 1/r3/2) not
only in HMPO phase (e.g., Beuther et al. 2002a) but also UCHII region phase (e.g., Hatchell

系内MYSOの光度関数とベストフィットモデル(Davies+	2011)

◯HII領域無し天体の上限質量〜25	Msun前後	
	 	 	 	 	 	→理論的な予想とよくあう



1.  大質量原始星段階  2. 電離平衡で決まるHII領域 (ストームグレン球) 

核融合開始 

放射圧 + 熱的圧力  
> 外圧 + 重力 

 
    降着による光子消費 
                &  
    重力 + 外圧 

      による閉じ込め 
     

3. 圧力平衡で決まる半径へ膨張 
   　　　→UCHII領域 

母体コア 
初期HII region 

HII領域の初期進化過程



電離平衡

•  単純な電離平衡から予想されるHII領域サイズ	

	 	 	 	 	(20太陽質量のZAMSを仮定)	
	

•  降着によってHII領域を打ち消すためには	

		

	 	 	 	 	→降着していればそもそも成長できない	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	(ただし球対称-定常な場合)	
	 	 	 	 	→非定常降着では生成消滅を繰り返す
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7.4 Formation of HII Region

The formation of HII region can be described by two different equilibrium conditions, i.e., an
ionization equilibrium and a pressure equilibrium. I show the schematic view of its formation
pathway in Figure 7.9. One can estimate the upper-limit size of HII region around a single
ionizing star from these two equilibrium conditions. When we consider uniformly ionized sphere
for simplicity, equation of the ionization equilibrium is,

NL =
4π
3

R3
0n2

eα, (7.1)

here NL, ne and α is, Lyman continuum flux, initial density of electron, the recombination coef-
ficient of H+ to all levels without the ground state, respectively. R0 is the ionization equilibrium
radius (so-called Strömgren radius).

After the ionization equilibrium, the HII region will expand until a pressure equilibrium,
where we will have the relation between ionized gas and surrounding molecular gas as follows,

2nekBTe = nH2kBTH2 , (7.2)

here kB, Te, nH2 and TH2 is the Boltzmann constant, electron temperature, number density and
temperature of natal molecular core, respectively. Initial factor of 2 accounts for total number of
protons and electrons. From the equation (7.1) and (7.2), the final pressure equilibrium radius
Rfin is estimated as,

Rfin =

(
2Te

TH2

) 2
3

R0. (7.3)

I here assumed uniform density of natal core for simplicity and ne is replaced by 2nH2. In
a case of B0 ZAMS star (20 M⊙), for example, NL is 1047.36 s−1 (e.g., Panagia 1973). Then R0
and Rfin is to be,

R0 = 50
( NL

1047.36 s−1

) 1
3
( nH2

107 cm−3

)− 2
3

au, (7.4)

and

Rfin = 8.5 × 10−3
( NL

1047.36 s−1

) 1
3
( nH2

107 cm−3

)− 2
3
( Te

104 K

) 2
3
(

TH2

102 K

)− 2
3

pc, (7.5)

here we adopt α ∼ 3.0 × 10−13 cm3 s−1 (e.g., WC89). As seen in equation (7.4) and (7.5), the HII
region seems to remain very small size if it is fromed inside a typical hot core (107 cm−3, 100
K). This is called as ”Hot Core Confinment” (e.g., De Pree et al. 1995). Xie et al. (1996) have
suggested that strong turbulent pressure is also important for a UCHII region with relatively low
EM that forbids too high initial density.

The characteristic time of the ionization equilibrium t0 is simply,

t0 =
1

neα

= 5.3 × 10−3
( nH2

107 cm−3

)−1
yr, (7.6)
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Figure 7.9: Expected formation pathway of a HII region. See detailed explanations in the text.

here ne indicates initial electron density and we adopt the relation ne = 2nH2 again. This is fully
negligible and all HII regions immediately turn on a pressure-driven expansion.

On the other hand, a time evolution of pressure-driven expansion is shown in the following
expression (e.g., Spitzer 1978),

R(t) = R0

(
1 +

7cit
4R0

) 4
7

, (7.7)

where ci is the sound velocity of ionized gas ∼ 13 ×
√

Te/104K km s−1. With equation (7.5) and
(7.7), the time that elapses before a pressure equilibrium is given by,

tfin ≈ 1.7 × 105
( NL

1047.36 s−1

) 1
3
( nH2

107 cm−3

)− 2
3
( Te

104 K

) 2
3
(

TH2

102 K

)− 7
6

yr, (7.8)

This value is comparable to the statistical lifetime of UCHII regions, and thus, most of UC
and HCHII regions should be in expanding phase. It seems to be consistent with observed
non-thermal broadening of RRLs and also clear anticorrelation between a size and density of
spherical UCHII region (e.g., KCW94).

We next enter into more realistic discussions. Since actual HII region is formed inside a
collapsing core, an inward accretion flow supplies additional neutral materials and results in
reduced effective R0. The lower limit of accretion rate to completely suppress formation of HII
regions can be shown by following expression (e.g., Walmsley 1995),

Ṁlimit =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

4πm2
HGNLM∗
α

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

1
2

= 4.2 × 10−6
( NL

1047.36 s−1

) 1
2
(

M∗
20 M⊙

) 1
2

M⊙ yr−1. (7.9)



重力の効果

•  理論が正しければHII領域形成時の星質量が大きい	
	 	→より重力の効果が効く	

	
•  電離ガスに対する重力半径	

	ここでRg	>	R0であればHII領域は圧力膨張できない	
	 	 	 	 	→HII領域の最小サイズがRgとなる	
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Figure 7.10: The critical accretion rate that will absorb all stellar UV photons as a function
of effective temperature (or spectral type). The plot is from Churchwell (2002) and reference
therein.

Figure 7.10 plot this relation for O4 to B0 main sequence stars (see Churchwell 2002). One can
see that the typical accretion rate for high mass star formation (> 10−5 M⊙ yr−1) can affect or
even suppress a development of HII region. Keto (2002b) has indicated that mass accretion is
continued in a form of ionized accretion flow inside effective R0 as actually detected in several
objects (e.g., Keto 2002a). I only consider gas particles here, but dust grains inside and around a
HII region also contribute to absorption and reduce effective NL itself. These effects and inward
ram pressure of infalling materials remain important in the post-accretion stage, because outer
neutral envelope continues collapse even after the end of central accretion (e.g., Hatchell & van
der Tak 2003).

Even if small HII region is eventually formed, it may not turn on dynamical expansion
immediately because of stellar gravity field. This can be assessed by the gravitational radius Rg.

Rg =
GM∗

c2
i
= 102

(
M∗

20 M⊙

) ( Te

104 K

)−1
au. (7.10)

Effective R0 must be larger than Rg in order to initiate pressure-driven expansion. The equation
(7.4) indicates that this gravitational confinement can be serious even without an accretion flow,
if initial core density is well high (106 – 107 cm−3).

After R0 > Rg, early evolution of a HII region must be affected by circumstellar structures.
Keto et al. (2007) have examined formation of HII region under an accretion flow with finite
angular momentum. In spite of relatively low accretion rate of their model (∼ 10−5 M⊙ yr−1),
an HII region is completely confined inside Rg until host star reaches ∼ 20 M⊙. After that,
small HII region is developed in a bipolar way toward the polar directions because of the dense



実際に観測されるHII領域のサイズ

•  基本的には〜1000	AU	
•  最も小さいもので〜300AU程度	
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Figure 7.7: The plots from Hoare et al. (2007). Left: Line width versus size for UCHII regions
(crosses), HCHII regions (solid circles) and HMYSOs with radio jets (open circles). Note how
the HCHII regions lie between UCHII regions and the MYSOs. Right: Same as a left, but for
the ratio of the radio luminosity at 8 GHz (W Hz−1) to the bolometric luminosity from the IR
(L⊙). The expected ratio for optically thin H II regions for given spectral type exciting stars
is indicated at top left. The solid line shows the level expected for a stellar wind model with
outflow rate of Ṁ = 10−6 M⊙ yr−1.

Figure 7.8: The different morphologies of HCHII regions from Hoare et al. (2007). Left: the
bipolar NGC 7538 IRS1, Middle: the cometary M17 UC1 and Right: the shell-like G28.20ʵ
0.04.

縦軸:	HII領域のサイズor	電波/赤外光度比	(×	UCHII,	●	HCHII,	○大質量原始星)			
横軸:	RRLの線幅	Hoare	et	al.	(2007)

最小サイズのHII領域はまだ眠っているはず



3.	JVN短基線による	
Extremely	Compact	HII	Region探査



茨城 – 鹿嶋 基線

基線長:	〜	82	km	
帯域:	512	MHz	
30m級アンテナx3台	
	
	
	
角分解能:					80	mas	(X)	/	110	mas	(C)	
基線感度:					0.4/0.8	mJy	rms	(10分積分)	

　　→輝度温度で9400	K	/	17000	K	(10	σ)	
					→大質量原始星周囲の熱的放射が検出可能	
	
	



探査の目的
				
•  発生直後の電離領域を探査	
					Pre-HCHII領域	(or	ECHII領域)	
	

　副産物として...	
				ジェット/降着衝撃波による電離ガス	
	  シンクロトロンフレア/ジェット	
	
•  検出天体のモニター観測	
				1天体10分で密な変動モニターが可能	
		　→大質量YSO周囲の活動性を調査	



初期観測計画

•  VLBIによる無バイアス探査は困難	
				→VLA	CORNISHサーベイ (Hoare	et	al.	2012)	
	 	の点源を対象としたスナップショット探査	

	
•  観測時間	
	700天体	x	10分	=	117時間	(on-source)	
	→overhead	30％こみで150時間	

	

	
	



CORNISH	survey	(Hoare	et	al.	2012)
•  J-VLAによる北天銀河面探査	(l	=	10	–	65deg)	

配列: 	 	B	
周波数:    5	GHz	
分解能: 	1.5秒角	
感度(1σ): 	0.4	mJy/b	
検出数: 	3000天体	
	
→今回の探査と	
　　ほぼ同程度の感度	



ターゲットの絞り込み

1.  CORNISH探査で点源である	
		
2.	赤外線で暗い	
	→進化初期の十分に若い天体	

	
3.	フラックスが5	mJy以下	
	→十分にコンパクトであることを意味	
	 	 	 	(104	Kで〜100	mas程度)	



フォローアップ

1:	C帯でのフォローアップ観測	
		→スペクトル指数から放射の起源を推定		

	

2:	モニター観測(〜2-3年)	
	　円盤内奥(1	AU)の力学時間 	〜2年	
	　星表面(<	0.3	AU)の力学時間 	〜2週間	
	　100	AUのLight	crossing	ume 	〜14時間	
	 	→星表面での変動は一瞬で伝わる	
	 	→非定常降着の有無へ示唆	

	
	

3:	VLA/ALMAによるイメージング観測	
	 	星周構造/降着率/温度分布などを調査	



今後の日程

10/30 日立局にてバンキャラ測定	
	
10/31 鹿嶋局にてバンキャラ測定	
	
11/20以降?:	VLBI観測による実感度測定	
	 	参加局:	日立/高萩/鹿嶋/山口		
	 	対象:	既知のAGN	
	 	 	 	 	(1,	3,	10,	20,	50,	100	mJy)	

	
年度内:	パイロット観測(〜50	-	100天体)	



まとめ

•  今後5年間のJVN観測プロジェクトとして大口径少数基線によ
る大規模VLBI電波源探査を予定	(JVNカタログ)	

•  星形成は茨城	-	鹿嶋基線(80	km)による熱的放射の探査がメ
イン (104	K	= 10σ@10分)	

	

•  ターゲットは形成直後のECHII領域(〜100	AU)	

•  初期観測はX帯でCORNISH探査の点源(700天体)を対象	
	

•  年度内に100天体程度のパイロット観測を開始(したい)	
	

•  成功すればフォローアップ実施	
	C帯でのVLBI	→SED測定	
	C/X	VLBIモニター:	非定常降着の有無などを調査	
	ALMA/VLA観測:	SED、星周構造、アウトフロー質量から	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 			降着率/星進化などを議論	


